How to extend hard sphere density functional approximation to nonuniform nonhard sphere fluids: applicable to both subcritical and supercritical temperature regions.
A methodology for the formulation of density functional approximation (DFA) for nonuniform nonhard sphere fluids is proposed by following the spirit of a partitioned density functional approximation [Zhou, Phys. Rev. E 68, 061201 (2003)] and mapping the hard core part onto an effective hard sphere whose high order part of the functional perturbation expansion is treated by existing hard sphere DFAs. The resultant density functional theory (DFT) formalism only needs a second order direct correlation function and pressure of the corresponding coexistence bulk fluid as inputs and therefore can be applicable to both supercritical and subcritical temperature cases. As an example, an adjustable parameter-free version of a recently proposed Lagrangian theorem-based DFA is imported into the present methodology; the resultant DFA is applied to Lennard-Jones fluid under the influence of external fields due to a single hard wall, two hard walls separated by a small distance, a large hard sphere, and a spherical cavity with a hard wall. By comparing theoretical predictions with previous simulation data and those recently supplied for coexistence bulk fluid situated at "dangerous" regions, it was found that the present DFA can predict subtle structure change of the density profile and therefore is the most accurate among all existing DFT approaches. A detailed discussion is given as to why so excellent DFA for nonhard sphere fluids can be drawn forth from the present methodology and how the present methodology differs from previous ones. The methodology can be universal, i.e., it can be combined with any other hard sphere DFAs to construct DFA for other nonhard sphere fluids with a repulsive core.